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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative integral domain with quotient field K. An R-lattice 
is a non-trivial R-submodule A of some K-vector space V such that &c 
1<,c, + ... + <,,I C,,I : r, 9 . . . > t;,,, E R} for certain c,, . . . , c,, E I/. The dimension of ,M 
is defined as the dimension of the K-vector space K,M:= {Ax: A E K,xE&}. 
Now let R be a principal ideal domain, A! an n-dimensional R-lattice and 
la ,, . . . , a,,} any basis of K&f. We know that .I& is a free R-module. By a 
straightforward generalisation of a result of Hermite [3], ,a has an R-basis 
{b , , . . . , b,,} satisfying 
(1) b, = C t;jaj for i=l,...,n 
J-1 
with <;j E K for 1 rj~ is n. Note that <,; generates the (fractional) R-ideal 
,~I 
(2) a, = (xEK: there are /I,,..., P,_,EK with C /Ijaj+xa;E&}. 
,=I 
If R = Z, then Hermite’s result implies more precisely that the C$ can be chosen 
such that 
* This research was made possible by a fellowship of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and 
Sciences. 
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(3) O 5 <ij < ljj for 15jCiSn. 
For a Z-ideal a we denote by /a/ its positive generator. Then (3) implies that 
(4) 0 5 <;j 5 IUjl for 15jsiln. 
We now consider the more general situation that R is a Dedekind domain with 
quotient field K. Let again & be an n-dimensional R-lattice and {a,, . . . , a,} a 
basis for K&X. In general, JU does not have a basis (b,, . . . , b,} satisfying (1): 
firstly because Jll need not be free and secondly because the ideals a,, . . . , a, 
need not be principal. Steinitz [9] (p. 3.51) proved that 4 has an ‘almost’ basis 
{h ,, . . . . b,), in the sense that for some ideal b of R, 
(5) cd= Rb,@...@Rb,p,@bb,, 
(i.e. A= {[, b, + e.. +5n-,h,~,+r,h,:r,,..., <,, _, E R, <, E b}). Moreover, the 
ideal class of b (i.e. the collection of ideals of R of the form ob with CT E K *) 
is uniqueIy determined by A. This can be made more precise. Let a,, . . . , a, be 
the ideals defined by (2). From the fact that these ideals are invertible it follows 
that there are a;, . . . , a; E K&l such that 
(6) 
I- 1 
A= a,a;@..-@a,ak with ai = C a;jaj+a; for i=l,...,n, 
,=I 
where ajJe K (cf. [8], p. 27, proof of Lemma 1.9 or Lemma 2 in 8 3 of the 
present paper). But one can show (using for instance the argument on [S], 
pp. 28-29), that al a; @ ala; = Rb, @ a a a” , 2 2, a,aza;Oa3a;=Rb,+a,azasa;, and 
so on, where b,,a’;, bz, a:, . . . E KAY. Together with (6) this implies that there are 
an ideal b of R and b,,..., b,, such that (5) holds and moreover, 
111111,1 + I, II) 
(7) bi = C tij aj for i=l,...,n, b 
I-1 
with & EK for 1 <j<min(i+ 1,~). 
The purpose of this paper is to give in the case that R = as is the ring of S- 
integers of an algebraic number field, effective estimates of the coefficients 5;j 
in (7) which are analogous to (4). Our main result is stated in Q 1. In the proof 
of this result we needed, apart from the arguments sketched above, some effec- 
tive version of the Chinese remainder theorem in number fields such as Mahler 
[6], Thm. 3 or McFeat [4], Thm. 8, p. 29. We needed also an effective estimate 
for a system of fundamental units in a number field, e.g. Gy&y [2], Lemma 3. 
In $2 we give some applications. As proposed by the referee, we show that 
every square matrix with entries in the ring of adeles of K is equivalent to such 
a matrix in some kind of ‘Hermite Normal Form’. Further, we give an applica- 
tion to geometry of numbers over number fields. 
$ I. THE MAIN RESULT 
We must first introduce some notation and terminology. K is an algebraic 
number field and eK its ring of integers. Let { 1 . It, : u E M(K)) be a maximal set 
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of pairwise inequivalent absolute values on K. M(K) is the union of a finite set 
of infinite places M,,,(K) corresponding to the archimedean absolute values 
1 . 1 o and the set of finite places or prime ideals of 6K. Now let S = M,(K) U Sfin 
where Sfin is a finite collection of prime ideals of 6K. Define the ring of S- 
integers 
6s = {xEK: IxI,<l for u@S}. 
By an 6s-ideal we mean a non-trivial, finitely generated 6s-submodule of K; 
6”-ideals contained in 6s are said to be integral. For every 6’s,-ideal a there is 
a unique &-ideal a* such that 
(1.1) a = a*6s, a* is composed of prime ideals of 6YK outside S. 
Now put 
* MK:Ql (1.2) lalS := (Na ) , 
where Na* denotes the absolute norm of a *. If a is generated by (Y then we 
put IaIs:= lalS and we set 10ls:=O. For instance, if S=M,(K) then lajs= 
OW 
l/[K: Q] 
pr)=l, then lals=la/bl. Clearly lab/s=la/slbls, lals>l if a is 
integral, and hence /aIs’ lb/s if bca. 
Two &-ideals a, b belong to the same 6s-ideal class if b =cza for some 
a E K *. Every &-ideal class contains an integral ideal b with 
(1.3) Ibis 5 [(4)T’$ ~&lijl”. 
where d = [K: Q] = rl + 2r, with rl being the number of embeddings: K 4 R and 
r, the number of pairs of complex conjugate embeddings: KG C and where DK 
denotes the discriminant of K. For S = A4, (K), inequality (1.3) follows from a 
result of Minkowski [7]; by combining this with (1. l), (1.2) one obtains (1.3) 
for arbitrary S. 
For XE K, we put 
m :=max(lx@‘l :k=l,...,d), 
where x(I), . . . . xcd) denote the conjugates of x over Q. Further, we use the 
following notation: 
- .% is a collection of integral &-ideals, containing exactly one ideal from 
each 6s-ideal class (for instance, we can choose %’ to consist of ideals satisfy- 
ing (1.3)); 
_ A’ is an 6~s-lattice of dimension n 2 2; 
- {a,,...,a,,} is a basis of the vector space KA={Ax:IEK,xE.A?}; 
- for i= 1, _.. , n, ai is the 6,s-ideal 
/m I
(1.4) ai = {XIZK: there are p,, . . . . P;_~EK with C p;aj+Xa;E<k}. 
,=I 
Further, let d, r,, r2, D, be as above, put r := r, + r2 - 1, denote by R,, hK the 
regulator and class number of K respectively (with R, := 0 if K= Q or im- 
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aginary quadratic) and let Sfin = {pi, . . . , p,} be the finite places, i.e. prime ideals 
in S. Define the constants 
C,(K,S):=exp(5 (g)‘R+ ...i~‘p,)@~~‘)‘~ if KfQ, C,(Q,S):=l. 
THEOREM. There are b,, . . . . b, E KM with the following properties: 
(1.5) Al= 6”bb,@..~@tVybb,_,@bb, for some b E 33; 
,+I 
(1.6) b, = C C;jaj for i=l,...,n-1, b, = i r,jaj, 
/=I J=I 
where the rij are elements of K with 
(1.7) ltijl 5 Cl(K)'/aj/S9 ltijlu'l for UESfin, lsiln-l,lljSi+l, 
(1.8) lrnjl 5 C,(K)“C,(KS)Iaj/,y, itnjl” 5 1 for ~~Sfin, lsjln. 
5 2. APPLICATIONS 
Hermite [3] proved that for every non-singular n x n-matrix A with entries in 
Z, there is a matrix U in GL(n, Z) such that UA is a lower triangular matrix 
whose entries can be bounded in terms of ldet Al, Here GL(n, R) is the multi- 
plicative group of n x n-matrices with entries in the ring R and determinant in 
the unit group R* of R. There is no analogous result for n x n-matrices with en- 
tries in the ring of S-integers @,, unless @s is a principal ideal domain. How- 
ever, by means of the Theorem one can show that for every non-singular 
n x n-matrix A with entries in @s there is a matrix U in GL(n, C&S> such that CJA 
is an ‘almost lower triangular matrix’ with possibly one diagonal above the main 
diagonal. Moreover, the entries of UA can be bounded in terms of ldet Al,. 
The referee suggested to include in this paper a generalisation of this for 
matrices consisting of adeles. We shall derive from the Theorem a result for 
adelic matrices which is, apart from some inessential modifications, a proposal 
by the referee. From that, the result about matrices with entries in @,, follows 
at once. I am very grateful to the referee for his suggestions and remarks. 
As before, let K be an algebraic number field and S = M,(K) U Sfin, where Sfin 
is a finite set of prime ideals of eK. For every u EM(K), denote by Ku the com- 
pletion of K at u. The ring of K-adeles I+ is the set of vectors (a,, : u E M(K)) 
(shortly (a,,)) such that a, E K, for u E M(K) and Ia,1 u 5 1 for all but finitely 
many u, endowed with componentwise addition and multiplication. By V,, we 
denote the subring of S-integral adeles, i.e. with la,,/,,< 1 for u$S. 
There is a surjective homomorphism @ from Vg (the group of K-ideles) to 
the group of us-ideals, given by 
@(a) =(a&S)nK. 
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Note that Ker @ = V$s. Hence @ induces an isomorphism 
Cf(@s) -+ I/,*/V&K*, 
where Cl(&) is the @‘-ideal class group. For a~ V,* put 
I& := I@(Q)ls (cf. (1.2)). 
Note that 1 . Is is a homomorphism V$-+ R*. Further, if QE V,*n I/K,s, then 
lals = # (V&A7v~,,)“‘K:Q! 
We consider K as a subring of V, by identifying A E K with the adele (a, a, . . .). 
Thus, the quantity lals for aEK* as defined here coincides with the one de- 
fined in 0 1. 
There is also a surjective map @” from CL@, V,) to the collection of n- 
dimensional @s-lattices in K”, defined by 
@“(A) = {XA : x E v(s} n K” 
(all our vectors are row vectors). Is is easy to check that @“(A)=@“(B) if and 
only if 
B= UA for some UE GL(n, I/K,s). 
We are now ready to state our first corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let SC V;fl VK,s be a set of representatives for Cl(&). For 
every matrix AEGL(~, VK) with entries in V&, there is an UE GL(n, VK,s) 








. . . r 1 1 with b E 95’ and b = det A(mod V,T,K*) 0 b 
X = (r;j) E GL(n, K) 
ir max(l, lb.1 J ,...,l~,ji)~C,(K)“‘C~(K,S)“ldetAls, j=l 
lrijl” I1 for lli,jln, UESfinr 
rij = 0 for llisn, i+25jln. 
PROOF. Let &=@“(A) and take a, =(l,O, . . . . 0), . . . . a, =(0, . . . ,O,l). Let 
al, . . . , a,, be the Us-ideals defined by (1.4). Choose al, . . . , a, E V,* such that @(ai) = 
aifori=l,..., n. By (6) or Lemma2 of 43, we have .M=ara;@**.@a,a~, with 
ai = ai + CjL: CXij aj for certain oij E K. This implies that Jt?= @“(A’) where A’ is 
a lower triangular matrix of the form 
ar 0 
A’ = i -.. 
!* 1 
. 
. . . a n 
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We have A’= U’A for some U’E GL(n, I+s), hence a, ... a, =det A’= 
det A(mod I$&). Therefore, 
(2.4) ldet Al, = Ia, . ..anlS = Iails ... la,ls. 
By the Theorem we have A= @“(DX) and hence DX= UA for some LIE 
GL(n, I+s), where D has the form mentioned above with some b E E?? and where 
X = (&) E GL(n, K) with rji = 0 for j I i + 2 and the remaining entries rjj satisfy- 
ing (1.7), (1.8). Note that 6=det D=det U. det A .(det X))‘=det A(mod V&K*). 
The r;j clearly satisfy (2.2), (2.3). Since A has its entries in I+s, the lattice &? 
is contained in r~&‘. Therefore, aj C_ @s and so I aj 1 s L 1 for j = 1, . . . , n. Now (1.7) 
implies that 
max(l, Itljl, . . . . ITnjl) 5 C,W)"Cz(KWIajIs for j=l,...,n. 
Together with (2.4) this implies (2.1). This proves Corollary 1. 0 
REMARK. Let A be a non-singular n x n-matrix with entries in 6s. Choose .!%’ 
in Corollary 1 with 1 E 93. Then the matrix D in Corollary 1 is the identity 
matrix, hence U has its entries in V& n K= us. We conclude that for some 
UE GL(n, t&s) we have 
UA =X, 
where X= (cjj) satisfies (2. l), (2.2), (2.3). Moreover, X must have its entries in 
0s. Together with (2.2) this implies that 
(2.5) tij E @K for 1 Si,jln. 
The exponent 1 on /det Al, is best possible. For assume that we have instead 
a bound of the type 
(2.6) i max(l, ItfIjI , -.., Itnjl) + IdetA/& 
j-l 
where O<a<l. By (2.9, the left-hand side of (2.6) is % IN,,o(det X)l”lK’Q1z 
ldet XI,. Hence ldet Xl,e Idet Al:. But this is impossible for ldet A Is large, 
as ldet Xls = ldet AIs. 
Let 8~ R” be a closed, bounded, convex body which is symmetric around 
0, and let &c R” be an n-dimensional Z-lattice. For d ER,~, put A??:= 
{Ax : x E ET}. The i-th successive minimum Ai = ~i(~, 4) of 6 with respect to 
.,& is the smallest A E R such that I Btl & contains i linearly independent vec- 
tors. Clearly, 0 <I, I es+ _ <I, < 03. From Minkowski’s famous results on con- 
vex bodies, it is possible to derive upper and lower bounds for the product 
J., ... A,, in terms of only n, the volume of 8, and the determinant of Jt. If 
aI, . . . , a,arevectorswithaiE~i~nnfori=1,...,n,then{a,,...,a,}neednot 
be a basis of ._&. Mahler [5] proved that & has a basis { bi, . . . , b,} with 
b,EilZi~ for i=l,...,n. 
McFeat [4] and Bombieri and Vaaler [l] developed geometry of numbers over 
the ring of adeles of a number field and proved analogues of Minkowski’s 
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results. We shall slightly reformulate the notions of convex bodies and suc- 
cessive minima as introduced by McFeat and Bombieri and Vaaler and prove 
in this context a weak analogue of Mahler’s result. K and S have the same 
meaning as above. 
Define the ring 
KS= II &,={(a “:uES):~,,EK,, for UES}, 
I) E s 
endowed with componentwise addition and multiplication. We may consider K 
as a subring of KS by identifying x E K with the tuple (x, . . . ,x). Thus, 
K”cKi = n K,” = {(x,,:uES):X,EKC for UES}. 
,I t .X 
We call ‘$? a convex symmetric subset of K{ if it is a Cartesian product 
(2.7) g= 11 q,, 
I, t s 
where for each u ES, gU is a subset of K,” with the following properties: 
(2.8) 
C 
gU is compact w.r.t. the usual topology on K{ and 9 contains n 
linearly independent vectors; 
(2.9) for every XE~, and aeK, with JaJ,sl we have axEe”; 
if u E M,(K), then for all x, y E ‘8,, and A E R with 0 I A I 1 we have 
(2.10) Ix+(l-A)yEg”; 
if IJ E Sri,,, then for all x, y E 6?,, we have x + y E g,,. 
For A E R,,, put 
/Ig= 11 (A%,)x n g”, 
I’E M,(K) ‘J e s,,,, 
where A%‘,, = {Ax, : x,, E S$} for v E M,(K). 
Now let ACK” be an n-dimensional &-lattice. We define the successive 
minima A ,,...,A, of 8 with respect to A by 
Ai = inf {A > 0 : 18fld contains i linearly independent vectors}. 
From the Theorem, we derive the following analogue of Mahler’s result: 
COROLLARY 2. Let 0 be a convex symmetric subset of K,“, ,&cK” an n- 
dimensional qY,-lattice, A,, . . . , A, the successive minima of g w.r.t. A, and B 
a collection of integral Us-ideals containing exactly one ideal from each es- 
ideal class. Then there are b,, . . . , b, E K”, b E 33, such that 
(2.11) A= 6Sb,@-..@fisbb,_,@bb, 
and 
(2.12) b;EcA;+lff for lrisn-1, b,,ecA,,g, 
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where 
c = nC,(K)“C,(K, S). 
PROOF. There are linearly independent al, . . . , a, E Jt with ai EAT 0 for i = 
1 3 -**9 n. Let a,, . . . , a, be the @‘-ideals defined by (1.4). Now the Theorem im- 
plies that there are bl, . . . , b,EK”, be.!!% satisfying (2.11), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8). 
Since a,, . . . . a,, E &, the @s-ideals a,, . . . , a, contain @s. Hence 1 aj 1 s 5 1 for j = 
1 ,..., n.Soin(1.7),(1.8)wemayreplace laj[sby 1 forj=l,..., n.Let q(u~S) 
be the sets in (2.7). Now (1.7), (1.8), (2.9), (2.10) imply that for i= 1, . . . ,n - 1 
we have bi E CI (K)‘(L, + . ..+~i+.)~“~(i+l)Ci(K)‘~i+,~~ for OEM,(K), and 
biEE?o for DE& while b,EC,(K)‘C2(K,S)(~I+...+~,)~~;CnC,(K)”C,(K,S)A,~~ 
for u E M,(K), and b, E iYu for u E Sfin. This implies (2.12). 0 
We shall use Corollary 2 in another paper on reduction of binary forms with 
coefficients in @s. 
53. AUXILLARY RESULTS 
As before, K is an algebraic number field of degree d. First we define nor- 
malised absolute values ( . (“(u E M(K)). We recall that M(K) is the union of a 
finite set of infinite places M,(K) and the set of finite places or prime ideals 
of eti. Instead of UEM,(K) we write u 1 00. Every u / CO corresponds to either 
a single Q-isomorphism cr : Kc, R, or a pair of complex conjugate Q-isomor- 
phisms 0, d : KG C. For XE K, put 
1x1, = )(3(x)).Y(U) with s(u)=l/d if u corresponds to 0: Kc,R, 




“$ s(u) = 1 
(3.2) (x(, 5 C’(“) for u/a 0 [;;IIC. 
Now let p be a prime ideal of &. For XE K *, denote by ord,(x) the exponent 
of p in the unique prime ideal decomposition of the ideal generated by x. Set 
IO/, = 0, /xlp = (Np)-o’dJx)‘d if x#O. 
The absolute values defined above satisfy the Product Formula 
n l-4” = ’ for XE K*, 
where the product is taken over all u E M(K). 
Let S = M,(K) U Sfin where Sfin is a finite set of prime ideals of flK. For 




(3.3) lals = ( H Ial,)-‘. 
I) d s 
Together with the Product Formula this implies that 
(3.4) lx/s = rl, 1x1, for XEK. 
If S=M,(K), we replace the subscript S by K: thus, if a is an &-ideal and 
Q E K, then 
(where of course u{ 00 means ueM,(K)). 
We need an effective version of the Chinese remainder theorem. As before, 
let r2 denote the number of pairs of complex conjugate embeddings KG C and 
D, the discriminant of K. An A-ceiling is a tuple (C, : u E M(K)) 
such that 
C,, E R,O for u E M(K), C, = 1 for all but finitely many 




LEMMA 1. (i). Let A 2 {(2/z)” ID, 1 ‘I’} I”. Then for every A-ceiling (C,,) 
there is an XE K with 
x f 0, /xlt, I C,, for UEM(K). 
(ii). Let A z+d(2/n)“: / DK 1 I”. Then for every A-ceiling (C,,) and every K- 
adele (a,,), there is an XE K with 
Ix-4,, 5 G for v E M(K). 
PROOF. (i). As before let I+ be the ring of K-adeles. In the sense of Bombieri 
and Vaaler [ 11, the set @?= {(x,) E I$ : lx,,1 v 5 C, for u E M(K)} is a convex sub- 
set of I$ of volume A”(n/2)“’ ID, 1 m”22d~ 2’. Now Theorem 3 of [l], applied 
with L = 1 and the set @Z as above, implies (i). 
(ii). This is Theorem 8 of McFeat [4], p. 29. We remark that Mahler [6], 
Thm. 3 proved earlier a result of this type, with a different lower bound 
for A. 3 
As before, S= M,(K) U Ski, where Sfin is a finite set of prime ideals, .,&J is an 
n-dimensional &&lattice, {a,, . . . , a,l} is a basis of KM, and 
,- I 
(3.6) ai = (xEK: there are PI, . . . . P;_‘EK with C pjaj+xa;EJZ} 
I-I 
for i=l, . . ..n. Put 
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LEMMA 2. There are a;, . . . . a; E KA such that 
(3.7) A= aka;@...@a,a~ 
and 
I- I 
(3.8) ai= C Cf;jaj+a; for i=l,...,n, 
J-1 
with 
(3.9) la;jl 5 C,(K) IajIs/Ids, Ia,jtu 5 l for UE&, l<j<isn. 
PROOF. The proof of Lemma 2 is standard, but we must do some computa- 
tions to derive the bounds in (3.9). 
We proceed by induction on n. For n = 1, Lemma 2 is obvious. Let n 2 2 and 
assume that Lemma 2 holds for n - 1. Let k’ be the K-vector space with basis 
Ia ,,...,a+,} and put A ’ := At! n V. By applying the induction hypothesis to 
A’ and a,, . . . . a,_,, we infer that 
(3.10) A’= a,a;@...@anm,a~_,, 
where a;, . . . , a,-, are elements of K&f’= V’ satisfying (3.8), (3.9). 
Let {PI, . . . . /3,,,} be a set of generators of a,. Then there are y,, . . . , y,,, E a;’ 
with v,p, + ... + ~,,lp,ll = 1. From the definition of a, it follows that there are 
c,=Cy;I /lj,ak+j3ja,E,M for j=l,...,m. Put 
ai := YICI + . . . + Ynr cm * 
Since vja,c@s for j=l,..., m, we have a,,a’:, c A. Further, 
,I+ I
ai = C ffjaj+a, for certain ajEK. 
J=I 
Hence &=,A!‘@a,,a~. Together with (3.10) this implies that 
(3.11) A= a,a;0...0a,_,a,_,Oa,a~. 
The vector as does not necessarily satisfy (3.9) with i=n. Therefore we take 
instead 
II- I 
(3.12) a:, = a:+ C Xjaj 
J’l 
for certain x,, . . . , x,_,EK. Together with (3.8) for i=l,...,n-1 this implies 
that a:, = C:‘I,’ anj aj + a,, , where 
(3.13) cZ,,~=X~+~, with a+t=(Y,_r, Sj=Ctj+ C @+kjxk for j=l,...,n-2. 
k=,+l 
Hence (3.8) is satisfied for i=n. We now choose successively x,-1,x,-2, . . ..xt 
such that (3.7) and (3.9) are also satisfied: by Lemma 1, (ii), and (3.1), (3.3) 
there are xjEK for j=n-l,...,l with 
(3.14) Ixj+6jl”~ (C,(K)IajIs/la,Is)“‘“’ for u 100, IXj+ajlu 5 1 for DESfin, 
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(3.15) IXjlu I laja;‘], for ‘J$S. 
By(3.15),wehavexj~a~a,‘forj=l,..., n-l. Together with (3.12), (3.11) this 
implies (3.7). Further, (3.9) with i= n follows from (3.14), (3.13) and (3.2). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2. 0 
For i=l, . . . . n, let a,? be the unique flR-ideal, composed of prime ideals out- 
side S, such that at Us = a,. Define the &-lattice 
(3.16) .A* = aTa;@...@a,*ak. 
Thus, 
(3.17) .A% = Gs”ti*. 
We proceed further with A* and for the moment we work only in flK. In par- 
ticular, all ideals we consider are a,-ideals. 
LEMMA 3. For every @,-ideal a there is a A E K * such that the 6Qideal b := 
X’a is integral and such that 
IblK 5 3G(K), m 5 C,(K)-’ lalK. 
PROOF. By Lemma 1, (ii), and (3.1), (3.5), there is an XEK with 
(3.18) jx-2C,(K) laii’iU 5 (C,(K) lal;‘)s(u’ for ~103, 
(3.19) (x(,5 (a(;’ for u{cn. 
Put b :=xa. Clearly, x#O. Further, (3.18) implies that 
(C,(K) lal~‘)““) I 1x1, 5 (3C,(K) lali’).‘(“) for ulw. 
This implies on the one hand (using (3.2)), that lx-‘1 rC3(K)-‘\a/,, on 
the other hand (using (3.1), (3.5)), that lb/K=I~IKlalK=Il,,,m /xlt,lalKl 
(3C,(K) laii’) laiK =3C3(K). Furthermore, (3.19) implies that b is integral. 
Hence Lemma 3 is satisfied with A =x-I. 0 
LEMMA 4. Let b’, b2 be integral UK-ideals with 
IbIlK 5 3C,(K), lb& 5 3C,(K) 
and let b,, b2 be linearly independent elements of a K-vector space. Then there 
are an flK-ideal b3 and vectors cl =/III b, +p12 b,, c2 =pzl b, +pzz b,, such that 
(3.20) b3 is integral, /bjlK 5 3C,(K); 
(3.21) blbl@b2b2 = 6Kc,@b3c2; 
(3.22) P,j EK, iP,-i ~ 12C3(K)‘+“” for i, jE {1,2). 
PROOF. By Lemma 3 we can choose A E K* such that the &-ideal 
(3.23) b3 := X’blb2 
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satisfies (3.20) and such that 
(3.24) m I C3(K)-,Ib,b21K. 
Assume that P,,, Plz, Pz,, PX satisfy 
(3.25) P,,Eb,, P,zEbz, P+b,b;‘, Pz+bzb;‘, P,,P22-&Pz, =A. 
Put c,:=A,h,+&hz, c2=Pz,h,+Pzzhz. Then b, =A-‘(j122c1 -p12c2), b2= 
A-I(-p2,cl +/311c2). Together with (3.23) this implies (3.21). Hence it suffices 
to show that there are /?Ji, j= 1,2) satisfying both (3.25) and (3.22). We re- 
peatedly use Lemma 1, (3.1) and (3.5). 
First, by Lemma 1, (i), there is a p12 E K with 
(3.26) 
P12 + 09 lP,zlo 5 GW)1’dlb21dS’“’ for ul=~, 
IP12lu 5 Ifdo for uio3. 
Second, by Lemma 1, (i) and the Product Formula, there is a /3,, E K with 
i 
PII f 0, lP,,lu 5 IP,21,(C~(K)"dlb,bz'I~)S(") for u 1 00, 
(3.27) 
/P,,Io~ IPdulVGlu for UT,. 
Third, by Lemma 1, (ii) and the Product Formula, there is a p2, E K with 
Finally, we put P22 = (1 +hPd/P11. 
(3.26) for u{ 00 implies that p12 E b2. Together with (3.27) for u{ M this implies 
that /3,,Eb,. (3.23) implies that IAl,,= Iblbzb:‘/,S /b2b3’l,, for UT,. By com- 
bining this with (3.28), (3.27) for u{ 03 we obtain IPzII,,~ lP~~~P~~luibb~‘/,,~ 
~b1b~‘~,,foru~~.Hence~,,~b1b~‘.Fina11y(3.28)foro~~imp1iesthat l&~v= 
~P~2~PllI,,IP21+~Pll~P121v~lbzb;11~ for 0)/m. Hence P22Eb2bT1. From the 
choice of p22 it follows that ~,l/322-~,2~z,=A. Hence (3.25) is satisfied. 
(3.26) for u / 00 and (3.2) imply 
(3.29) l&l 5 C3(K)““IbzlK I 3C3(K)‘+1’d. 
(3.27) for u 103 and (3.2) imply 
(3.30) IP,,/P,zl 5 C~(K)“dlb,bz’l~. 
From (3.29) and (3.30) we infer that 
(3.31) ifi,,l I C,(K)2’dlbllK I 3C3(K)1+2’d. 
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From (3.28) for u 1 and (3.30) it follows that 
5 IS,r@rzl G(~)IbfG’l~ 
I C3(K)‘+“d IbIb& I 3C3(K)2+“d. 
From (3.30) and (3.24) it follows that 
(U,r/Przl 5 m l&,/ljnl 5 WW%~ZIK~ WU”%bZII~ 
I C,(Ky’ lb,l; I 9Cs(K)‘+? 
Hence 
(3.32) j&1 5 12C,(K)2+“rl. 
Finally, (3.28) for u 1 03 implies that 
(3.33) Ii% = I(P,z/P,,)(Pz,+np,,/p,,)l 5 WW2b;% 5 3C,(K)*. 
(3.29), (3.31), (3.32), (3.33) clearly imply (3.22). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4. q 
In the following lemma, al, . . . , a,, are the @s-ideals defined by (2.6). 
LEMM.45. For i=l, . . . . n there are I$“, . . , , cy’ E KJZ * and gK-ideals b,“‘, . . . , b:’ 
such that 
(3.34) A* = ~~~l~)O...O~~~,(il,Obj”cj’)O...Ob~’cj:’, 
(3.35) b!” c_ B 
J 
K, /bji)lK 5 3C,(K) for j=i, . . ..n. 




(3.36) cl” = c y$‘a, with Iy$l 5 C,(K)‘-’ lakls, 
k=I 
c(j) = c $,‘a, with Iy$l 5 lakJS 
J 
for i+lljsn. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on i. First, let i = 1. By 
J.1, ‘.., A, E K* such that the &-ideals b~“:=AJ~‘a,* satisfy 
b!]’ c gK, 
J 
/b;‘)lK 5 3C,(K) for j=l,...,n 
and 
Lemma 3, there are 
(3.37) m I C3(K)-‘Iaj*IK = C,(K)-‘lajls for j= 1, . . ..n. 
here we used that by definition, JajJs=(Na,*)l’d=)aj*JK. Now put cj”:=Aja; 
for j=l,...,n. Then 





where the ajk are defined by (3.8). By (3.37) and (3.9) we have ) $‘I I 151 /ajkl I 
laklS for 1 I j, ksn. Further it is clear that (3.34), (3.35) are satisfied for i= 1. 
Hence Lemma 5 holds for i = 1. 
Now assume that iz2 and that Lemma 5 holds for i-l. Let cl(i-‘), . . ..ct-‘) 
be the vectors and bj[-I’), . . . , bt-” the @&ideals satisfying (3.34)-(3.36). By 
Lemma 4, there are an integral UK-ideal 6;’ with Iby’ IK I 3C,(K), and pp4 E K 
with I/?,,1 I 12C3(K) ‘+l” for p,q~(i-l,i), such that the vectors c/!“= 
p,,,_,cj~~~‘)+P,icj’-l) (j=i-l,i) satisfy 
bji_il)Cli_il)Obji-l)C!;-l) = @‘#@b~~)C~~) 
1 I I * 
(3.36) (with i-l replacing i) implies that cy’ = Ci=, $a,, with $2 = 
/3,iP,yj’_i:$+Pji$’ for j=i-l,i. Hence 
_p 
1~~~1 I lPi,,_ll 1~1 + lpj;l IY~~-‘)~ I 12C~(K)2”‘d(C,(K)i-2+1)J~kJ~ 
I C,(K)'-' I‘& forj=i-l,i,k=l,..., n. 
put c!‘) . = c .’ 
$1 
(‘-‘)for j<i-1 and j>iand by’:= 
,..“,$ J 
by-‘) for j>i. Then bf’, . . . , by’, 
clearly satisfy (3.34)-(3.36). This completes the induction step and 
hence the proof of Lemma 5. 0 
$4. PROOFOFTHETHEOREM 
We keep the notation of the previous sections. Further we put 
C,(K) := exp[i (g)‘K,j if K#Q, C,(Q):=l, 
where R, is the regulator of K, d= [K: Q] and r = r, + r2 - 1, with r,, r2 denoting 
the number of embeddings KGR and pairs of complex conjugate embeddings 
KGC, respectively. We recall the following result of Gy&y [2], Lemma 3: 
LEMMA 6. For every a E K* there is a unit E E 67; with 
I&l 5 G(K) Iak. 0 
By applying Lemma 5 with i=n, we infer that there are an UK-ideal c* and 
vectors b,, . . . , b,_ ,, bk such that 
(4.1) CA!*= ~~b,O...O~~b,~,Oc*b~, 
(4.2) c* c @K, /c*IK 5 3C,W), 
I 
!+I 
b, = C <,jaj with ~<,Jl~C,(K)‘Iajls for l<i~n-l,l~j<i+l, 
(4.3) 
J-1 
bi, = i (Ajaj with )<~lj~C,(K)“-‘jajIs for l<j<n. 
IPI 
Fix UE&,, (the set of prime ideals in S) and define the local ring @,;,= 
{xEK: lxj,,~l}. By(3.16)andthefactthatthe~~-idealsal*,...,a,*definedthere 
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are composed of prime ideals outside S, we have GUA*= tTuaa;@...@ “aI 
(where ~~,~={~x:IZE~“,XEJ~~*}). numbers ozjj in (3.8), (3.9) 
1 “;j 1” 5 1 whence belong to @,,, for 1 sjs is n. Therefore, 
(4.4) UUV,* = tf?ua,@~~~@@ua, for U E Sfi,. 
Further, bl,...,bnm,eA*C@,.l* and c*b~LA*C&&*. The vectors 
b ,, . . . , b,_,, bk can be expressed uniquely as linear combinations of a,, . . . , a, 
and these are given by (4.3). Together with (4.4) this implies that 
(4.5) lr;,lU 5 1 for 15i5n-l,15j5i+l, uESfin, 
(4.6) ltrGjlu5 lc*/,' for lrjln, UE&“. 
Let b be the Us-ideal in .%I (the collection of integral &-ideals in the Theo- 
rem) belonging to the same @s-ideal class as c*@“. Further, let b* be the &- 
ideal composed of prime ideals outside S with b=b*@s, and p,, . . ..pt the &- 
prime ideals in S. Then PFA, . . . , pfh are principal @&ideals, where h, is the 
class number of K. Hence there is a A’EK* with 
(4.7) c* = l’p,“l . . . p,y’“$*, 
where u,, . . . . uI are integers with 05 U, <h, - 1 for i= 1, . . . , f. Since b* is in- 
tegral we have Ib*lK> 1. Together with (4.7) this implies that 
INK 5 lC*lK IP, . ..PllK “A-‘5 JC,(k’)(Np, ...Np,)(hh-l)‘d. 
By Lemma 6, there is an E E @; such that A :=&A’ satisfies 
(4.8) m I C,(K). 3C3(K)(Np,...Np,)(hK~‘)‘d I C,(K) C,(K,S). 
Moreover, by (4.7) we have 
(4.9) b = A+Ws 
and 
(4.10) IAl, 5 jc*/, for 0 E Sfin. 
Put b, :=Abi, s,j :=~r:, for 1 rjln. Then (4.3), (4.6), (4.8), (4.10) imply that 
(4.11) 
b, = i r,ja, with ltnjl 5 C,(K)“Cz(KS)IajIs, 
]=I 
I r, I I, 5 1 for UESfin, 15j<n. 
Further, (4.1), (4.9) and (3.17) imply 
(4.12) A= ~.~b,O...O~,~b,,~,Obb,. 
Now (4.12), (4.3), (4.5) and (4.11) imply the Theorem. q 
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